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A Puppy Sitter’s Role
Guiding Eyes’ Mission…provide guide
dogs to people with vision loss.
This Mission cannot be accomplished
without the help of volunteers to raise a pup
for the first 16 months of its life…then return
that young pup back to NY for final training.
These individuals are known as the Puppy
Raisers. Their volunteer services are
invaluable.
However, don’t think that the raisers can
do this job alone for the entire 16 months.
There is another group of individuals needed
to support the raiser….they are the “Puppy
Sitter” volunteers.
To ensure the Montgomery Region Puppy
Sitters utilize the same training skills applied
by the Puppy Raiser, September was
identified as the month to provide a refresher
course to all our invaluable Puppy Sitters.
A Puppy Sitter’s responsibility is to keep
the pup safe, well exercised and to continue
the use of good house manners.
The following topics were discussed and
reviewed with a hands-on practice utilizing
current dogs in training:




Hand and voice signals.
Utilization of rewards paired with yes,
verbal praise, touch and toys.
Safety of the dog is paramount; never
leave alone, out of site in the house, or
unattended in the yard; add your own
Puppy Sitter ID tag contact information
to the dog’s collar during each puppy sit.

Each sitter should have a general tag made
with your name and phone number that will
be attached to the dog collar while on a puppy
sit at your home... A dog’s name is NEVER
included on the tag.
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Good house manners apply wherever the
pup stays. They will test their boundaries,
but the rules remain the same.
Tune pup in with use of name, you and
rewards; use crate when appropriate, stay
alert and frequent trips on leash to outside
will avoid inside accidents.
Leash walking with “j-look” leash is a
structured learning walk; loose leash
walking on a long line is for fun…dogs
want to have fun, too!
Keep local and national emergency vet
numbers readily available.
A Puppy Sitter Form is provided to a
sitter as a WP document before each sit.
(Raiser sends a separate email of sit dates
to the puppy sitter coordinator and region
management—they must know where
dogs are at all times.) At the end of the
sit, the sitter will complete the Puppy
Sitter Form, return to the raiser who, in
turn, will forward to the puppy sitter
coordinator and region management.
GEB Puppy Sitter Form

Start date: End date: Puppy Sitter:
Name of Pup
Tattoo Date of Birth
Raiser Name
Raiser email
Raiser Home Phone Raiser Work Phone

Montgomery Region
Team Members
Region Manager – Jeanyne
Region Coordinator – Jean
Class Insructors; Alyssa, Lauren, Liz
Sitter Schedule Coordinator – Bobbie
Veterinary Records & Help – Jody
Meds Inventory/Supplies -Terri
Crate Inventory/Service Tags – John
Pre-puppy placement contact - Jane
Public Relations – Jennifer
Region Newsletter - Margie

Your participation is invaluable. Thank
you for being there when needed!
Montgomery Region managers, support
staff and puppy raisers.
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Welcome New and Repeat Raisers
Terri LOVES German Shepard
dogs and is willing to do a puppy
start for Navy – lucky Navy to
have such an experienced raiser.

Welcome first-time raisers Stacey and daughter Bridget who
will be giving Helen the best training possible. Welcome to
Montgomery Region

Another new raiser Grace, showing
that big smile as she begins to raise
her first GEB pup Farina
I was at a puppy play group one morning with Schyler, one of his last before IFT.
Elena asks “so what do you plan on doing once Schyler goes back to New York?” “Oh, I’ll
probably go back to puppy sitting” I replied.
Not 5 hours later I got an e-mail from Jean about a puppy that was in need of a home
change. Another male black lab, well-mannered, and cute as can be. And plus, his brother
Nathan, was already in our region. And this is the story of how I started raising Neville.
On the way home from Schyler’s IFT, we stopped by in Baltimore to pick up Neville. I
was without dog for a grand total of 4 hours. Our car was filled with sadness leaving
Schyler behind, but Neville very quickly livened up our attitudes and filled our hearts with
puppy love all over again.
For the past few weeks we have been testing each other out to make sure it’s a good fit.
He’s joined in my first week of classes and has already been a hit for the students. He
settles so nicely in the classroom while I’m teaching or relaxes in my office while prepping.
I’m so happy to have Neville in our home and we look forward to his growth and
development. Thank you so much John and family from the Baltimore region for raising
such a great pup!

Kiersten is so excited to be raising
Neville-her 2nd guide dog

Puppy Pool Party August 11 at Dogwood Acres in Davidsonville
Thank you to the Bay Region for extending an invitation to the Montgomery Region to bring
our pups to a pool party. Jericho and Nils from this region attended and ALL of the dogs present
had a blast practicing nice play and getting out a lot of energy!

.

.
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Montgomery Pups Attend Fairmont Hotel Event
The 10th Annual Sustainability, Health & Safety Fair at the Fairmont Hotel was held on Friday, August 23. The event is held each
year to showcase the eco, health and safety initiatives of over 30 DC-based organizations as well as the hotel’s own environmental
program.
Montgomery Region raisers were more than willing to participate in the event and
show their support. After all, the Fairmont Hotel has a very distinguished in-house
ambassador dog named Georgie. With aspirations of one day becoming a guide dog,
this Guiding Eyes’ bread dog, Georgie, had other plans. The hotel’s general manager
adopted Georgie and she has become a fixture at the hotel.
Return guests expect to see Georgie in the hotel lobby doing her “meet and greet”
and new guests are surprised to see her as the “meet and greet” ambassador…but
much delighted! She is the V.I.D. of the hotel (Very Important Dog).

Thanks to our Montgomery Region participants: Roma, Navy, Fenwick, Dixie, Neville, Georgie, Texas, Nexus

.
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Fresno Memorial Plaque
The memorial plaque for Montgomery Region’s pup,
Fresno, has been completed and placed on the grounds at
the training center in Patterson, NY.
Should you be fortunate enough to go to the training
center, don’t forget to take the time to visit this memorial
site.
Best stated by Fresno’s raiser, Jody, “I am very grateful
to everyone that has supported me during the difficult
time since his passing and for GEB to remember him in
such a loving way.”

Fun Places to Go

Let us know where you like
to take your pup for outings

B

Saxon on a sit with Miriam
routinely brings GEB dogs to
visit with Tim, the head mechanic
at Murray's Auto Shop in Silver
Spring.
Tim's comment to Miriam is
always "thanks for my blood
pressure medication". Tim has
his own lab, Jake, who apparently
looks just like Saxon!

.

Celine joined raiser Jay and
daughter Brooke for a movie outing
on Saturday August 3rd! She was an
excellent companion as we watched
Spider-Man Far from Home!

.

Miriam also took Saxon to play in
the “big kids” playground, having fun
on the merry-go-round.

Helen on her first
metro ride to Rockville
Town Center to meet up
with Navy for a social
outing, sitting on the
bench watching people,
visiting the library and
walking the big open
spiral steps.

Helen meeting her new neighbors, checking out the daily fish catch, and practicing her
“stay” command before enjoying a frosty paw farewell treat with Ambassador Napa
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Fundraising in our communities
Will help me grow into this
harness!
The Montgomery Region is highly dependent upon donations and the monies received support class space, crates, medications
and other items for our pups in training. In order to maintain this support for our volunteers and pups in training, monetary
contributions are always needed.
So, how can you help? Take the time to look around your community, or inquire at your place of work or worship. You may be
able to identify a business, organization or individual looking to either sponsor or contribute to a worthwhile non-profit
organization.







Restaurants – Many local restaurants will partner and host a non-profit lunch/dinner
Retail stores – Many stores will host a shopping event
Place of work – Is your place of work looking to make a tax deductible contribution, or already has a matching
charitable contribution program
Financial organizations, grocery stores, sororities and fraternities…can they donate
Yard sale –Is there a yard sale in your community in which we can participate
GEB is on the national list of non-profit participating agencies for the Combined Federal Campaign #10248

Reach out to the Region’s management team, Jeanyne and Jean, with your ideas.
Listed are contributions to date for 2019
 A Memorial Donation made by Montgomery Region
Volunteer Families for support of Region pups in training
 Ledo Pizzeria – Rockville
 NEW – Humane Rescue Alliance, Washington, DC

Deadline for
submission of articles
is the 1st of each month

Your articles will be included in future issues
Margie Coccodrilli-newsletter writer
gebraiser@comcast.net
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